From Hermit in the mountains to the World Cultural Relics
Historical Culture and Traditional Craftmanship of Taishun county

Ji Haibo
(Constructional center for Intangible cultural heritage of Taishun)
泰顺片区
The topography of Taishui drawn on a historical family chronicles
Tai Shun: County of the covered bridge
Xian Ju Bridge, “The Bridge Where the celestial beings live”
San Tiao Bridge
Wen Xing Bridge
Xue Zhai Bridge
Xi Dong Bridge
Bei Jian Bridge
Cultural function of covered bridges: communication and commerce
Religion sacrifice
Cultural activities based on religion
Gods of Fengshui
The “discovery” of the bridge master Dong Zhiji
The Construction of Tong Le Bridge
Representative of the young generation of bridge master : Zeng Jiakuai
2009年 埠下桥的建造过程
即将建成的木拱桥
Covered Bridge Conservation in Taishun: Governmental
Nongovernmental conservation and propagation: Website for Chinese Covered Bridge
Nongovernmental conservation: Volunteers
First International Conference on Chinese Lounge Bridges
The Intergovernmental Committee for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage has inscribed

Traditional design and practices
for building Chinese wooden arch bridges

on the List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding
upon the proposal of China

Inscription on this List bears witness that their viability is at risk
and that safeguarding measures are elaborated to perpetuate their practice and transmission

Date of inscription
30 September 2009

Director-General of UNESCO